
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Tower of Babel was a symbol (“pinnacle”), to historians that 

represented Man’s attempt to “bridge sky and Earth”. So, Man could 

visit Heaven. Babylonians tried to “out do” the Egyptian pyramid 

makers…The story is that “the Fear of God” was buried with Noah. In 



Babylon, God’s were invented that made “no serious demands on the 

conscience”… 

 

Side note: we are not in any way mentioning the Build or Destroy 

empowerment movement of God’s and Earths. That’s not for me/us to 

say…All respect to the Hiphoppers who have made transformative lives 

out of oppression. Considering the oppression, what happened, was a 

natural effect to create a cultural center and oneness separate from the 

world. Many are still on the “God within” or “We are God’s” 

empowerment, and everyone is different. We’re all different faith 

pathways, and are special. Besides, 1st John is similar, (he who is at 

work in me, is greater than that which is in the world) Amen! (1st John 

4:4) Now over time, we achieve greater balance as the truth is exposed 

in the Global assembly…All we ask is for folks not to try to pass off the 

black vs. white thing on us, when we represent the future…Please don’t 

insult us that way…1love is Universal truth. Obvious to those who know 

the root of the B game.  

We are just asking for 501 ( c ) ( 3 ) dialogue with the multimillionaire 

Brothaz…respectfully. 

 

Also an iron sharpens iron note...this is a goodwill note, to share. A built 

in plan molded by God in time, so that we can influence each other…it 

may seem like, the right thing to do is to wave money in our faces? 

Does it? This is a little gentle warning to media folks as we go forward: 

How do you want to be perceived, as we peg (God pegs, excuse that) 

this Running Game to love and the Word, as interpretable to the 



simplest of us people?  The part about the “ice cream” working in the 

entertainment business is long gone now, and our experience is to 

understand the joys of a simple life, and live in peace gratefully…Which 

was our team’s point…Some thought it was just an “exclusion” point, 

but there is a bigger plan at work…it’s actually an “inclusion” 

point…and, as we went along, a great, “living through a rhyme” 

story…how great! Many thanks always to those who helped “unplug” 

some of us, so we could have a perspective such as this document…God 

the Glory, be well and blessed. 

 

We have to now reflect as many have, through all the years, that we 

live in a “Watcher” and “Living Spectacle” Earth reality…Because y’all 

just won’t drop the bridge and let us show through the many human 

spectacles being helped and encouraged, that y’all aren’t in the 

Watchtower pissing on the people. It’s never too late. Let us do much 

better…Then we can move on to other sustainable initiatives for social 

wellness…(or how about reparations for those families still dealing with 

the effects of slavery?)….Please don’t worry about, “oh, well if this 

spectacle get’s paid (help), they won’t be this way or that way”…that’s 

the least of the concern, especially as y’all are looking like the 

oppressor…let’s start building your case…want help? It’s been here a 

lonnnnnnng time..  The advice is to create a tax deductible 

organization for the purpose of dealing with the spectacle hosts that 

have helped create the trillions of dollars. Sustainable reasonable 

solutions, that plead the case for y’all and your children. Or do you 

want the “leak” to occur…We’ll leave it at that…cool…just trying to 

help…the conversation and bickering wastes our time….Knowing the 

past, we don’t expect much, but with faith, we know we could see a 



change in how y’all live off the “feeds” of people’s lives…keepin’ It 

real…This conversation is over, or we wish it was over...considering all 

the resources and energy present to create change. We hear the 

threats, don’t worry, all the guns and drones and all that are over on 

this side, so just chill…we’re a story being watched, and love to my 

friends who are looking out…We’re around for tea and a chat at any 

time…same with media friends…don’t be shy… Running drama hype 

and “fuss” is a real waste of energy…spent many years trying to make 

some sense of it…No one who freshly finds out in “law and order” is 

going to be as kind as we are… 

 

It’s Morrrrre Than Babylon, and (no offense to any business folk) “2x” is 

a lazy excuse for a way to address the world’s needs. We are to be 

responsible Leaders right?  Please don’t try to “terraform” a 

cultivated inspiration into a Babylon construct. We are maturing as 

people, let’s inspire each other… thank you…. 2x is an excuse to 

perpetuate the same…let’s do better…Don’t try to reinvent the 

wheel…Study a bit of the Word of God, and History. Study the point of 

Jesus (Lamb of God), Mohammed and Clarence 13 (the real story of 

love for the people, not “wayward teaching” as he called it) The story is 

about how to recognize, and lift the lives of the people. Don’t try to 

create your own “Lambs of God” spectacle stories. Mind yourself. God 

knows your heart and mind at all times… 

Our language is 501 ( c ) ( 3 )…Let’s talk on those terms. Sustainable job 

creation and consciousness. Otherwise, it’s wasting our time….to those 

who have prospered…let’s help others be well…not talking about our 

friends who make albums and stuff (be happy and prosper)…They are 



trying to bring light to the situation, while surviving the “watcher” and 

“spectacle” experience also…we’re talking about the major Billion 

dollar entities that are now “on board” using the “X” motivation for 

Babylon.  We pray that play time is over friends. There’s no sneaking 

around in small gatherings, because everyone is being watched and 

respectively making arguments in the media etc. No offense….Do the 

work with us please, and then have the fun etc. No offense. Thank you. 

God is love. 1st John 4:16. peace 


